November 22, 2013
RE: Ms. Lisa Marie Garbo / Club Bounce
Hello Mr. Negrete,
I cannot deny that I knew this letter was coming and I cannot deny that is does give me a bit of
satisfaction knowing that Lisa Marie Garbo has gone to such measures to hide the truth. Her efforts to
bully me to silence through legal actions will prove futile and I will explain why... simply put, everything I
have ever stated is fact and can without a doubt be proven through correspondence, public social media
postings and images Lisa Marie, herself, has posted online. Though Lisa Marie is famous for writing posts
on Facebook and deleting them, sometimes people are quick enough to take a screenshot to capture
her rants.
Let me further explain why I will not remove nor retract anything I have ever posted regarding Lisa
Marie Garbo…
1. Just to reiterate, everything I have ever posted is, to my knowledge, is in fact true.
2. Lisa Marie is a public figure, by her own choice. She has put herself in the public eye, first as
BBW Britney owner of BBWBunnies.com, then Lisa Marie Ferguson co-owner of Club Bounce
and then finally Lisa Marie Garbo current owner of Club Bounce. A quote directly from
Wikipedia states, and I quote, “In United States law, public figure is a term applied in the
context of defamation actions (libel and slander) as well as invasion of privacy. A public figure
(such as a politician, celebrity, or business leader) cannot base a sample on incorrect harmful
statements unless there is proof that the writer or publisher acted with actual malice
(knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard for the truth).”
3. I have posted nothing about Lisa Marie for any reason other than to bring light to her horrible
nature. In my opinion, which the first amendment gives me the right to share publicly or
otherwise, Lisa Marie should NEVER be looked at as a role model. People who do good things for
others, public servants and those who are kind hearted and often make random gestures of
kindness should be “role models”. In my opinion Lisa Marie only participates in anything
charitable so it can be seen and she can get some publicity. I don’t gain anything from speaking
out against her; in fact it’s quite the opposite. Instead of spending time with my family I am now
writing this letter to you, which you should know better than to ask for a response within 24
hours.
4. I am, and always will, stand up for those who are too afraid of Lisa Marie to speak out on their
own. Lisa Marie will go to any extent to ruin someone’s life. It is not enough for her to be mean
and vicious, but she will try to involve the law, which brings me to my next point.
5. Making false accusations regarding my charitable work and trying to involve Charles Lyle is
erroneous; he doesn’t even know Lisa Marie and had no input on anything I have ever posted
about her. I act on my own, I don’t need assistance, in fact I have never asked anyone to share
my posts about Lisa Marie, yet my blog has been shared on Facebook 36 times. Stating that I am
even concerned about being ban from Bounce is ridiculous; in fact I find it hilarious. What kind

of club promoter bans so many people from attending events when their income is based off of
people attending their events? It’s a public running joke that I can assure you didn’t start with
me.
6. I am more than happy to have Lisa Marie Garbo attempt to sue me. The fact that she would
have to drag her past out in a public forum and admit to all of her dreadful behavior on record
would be well worth it. As of this moment I have 7 people who worked for Lisa with BBW
Bunnies and Club Bounce ready to testify as character witnesses. I’m sure if I put out a request
for more character witnesses to come forward I would have zero problems collecting as many as
you need to be satisfied.
7. In reference to pirating, stalking, intimidation, etc. I have not posted anything that Lisa Marie,
herself, hasn’t posted online. Sharing public content does not make me a pirate. I worked in the
adult industry for many years, I know how it works. I hardly think that 3 blogs and 5 emails over
5 years qualify as “stalking”. Most things that are brought to light about Lisa Marie come to me
through first hand sources. I can assure you that I am not concerned enough about Lisa Marie
personally to invest time in “stalking” her. I am, however, concerned when her hateful antics
affect people that I hold dear. The intimidation aspect, well, that I just don’t see. Did I threaten
her? Maybe it was the part where I told her “Why are you so full of evil? Why can’t you use your
popularity for good instead of continuing to be the “mean girl”? High school is over and whether
you want to admit it or not, your days are numbered.” Was that the intimidating aspect? I’m
unclear on that.
In closing I am not obligated to give you anything regarding my npo. Though we currently do not have
our official nonprofit status, you should know that gaining such a status takes time and that all
donations are retroactive 17 months form the date of our nonprofit approval. Our business plan is solid,
our board is organized and our paperwork is being worked on by one of the best firms in Nevada; so
please, feel free to launch an investigation. I refuse to be bullied into silence just because Lisa Marie is
concerned about her reputation. If she was so concerned about her reputation she wouldn’t be such a
wretched individual. I too have fallen for her manipulative “poor me” tactics in the past. I’m not sure if
she mentioned that at one point I removed the original blogs from 2009. You should ask her why I didn’t
keep them taken down.
Further correspondence should be directed solely to me, Desiree Devine aka Rustie Jouni. I act
independently. Slandering Charles Lyle or naming the organization would actually be considered libel
and would make for a legitimate countersuit.
Additionally I will be posting your C&D, along with this response publicly on my blog.
Thank you so much for your time.

Desiree Devine aka Rustie Jouni

